
ROLLS-ROYCE ENTHUSIASTS’ CLUB  
ITALIAN SECTION

UMBRIA RALLY  

S. Martino in Campo (PG), 

11-15 May 2023

Dear Member,
 
the Italian Section and the Silver Cloud & S Type Register are pleased to invite all the members of the 
Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club to join the Umbria Rally of next 11-15 May 2023. The rally is opened to 
every enthusiastic Club member. 

Perhaps one of the most famous Italian areas in the world, Umbria is the region of the antic hamlets, full 
of history and masterpieces, which will be the protagonists during this rally. The sweet hills around these 
hamlets will be the perfect setting for driving our cars, while the typical food and wine will accompany 
the participants during the whole event. 

We will be accommodated in the relaxing atmosphere of the Posta Donini 1579, a four star hotel 
located just outside Perugia, in the couyntryside. This magnificent building was built in 1579 by the 
Donini family, and it was recently converted into a charming hotel.  You could get more information 
about the hotel on www.postadonini.it.

The full program of the event with all the details for booking is in the next pages. For further information, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Davide Bassoli

The magnificent building of the Hotel Posta Donini 1579, where the rally will take place.



 The impressive hall of the 
Posta Donini is decorated 
with period furniture.

 The hotel has different 
room tipologies: from the 
Standard categories...   

 ...to the Junior Suites and 
Suites. You could choose your 
favourite one.

 The Posta Donini Hotel has 
an outside swimming pool.

 The cars will be parked in 
the private park of the hotel.

 Very attractive to visit is 
the little theatre in the main 
building, built at the time by 
the Donini family.  



Umbria Rally Program

Thursday 11 May 
Welcome Dinner in the restaurant Pantagruel in the hotel – jaket and tie

Friday 12 May 
Panoramic tour on the Umbria hills
Visit of the hamlet of Assisi and the Basilica of Saint Francis with guides 
Lunch in typical restaurant in Assisi 
Visit of the wine cellar ‘Tenuta Castelbuono’, with wine testing 
Dinner in a local restaurant

Saturday 13 May 
Visit of the ‘Hamlet of Harmony’ in the old village of Solomeo, restored by Brunello Cucinelli 
Lunch in a restaurant of the village 
Afternoon off: discover individually the beauty of the Umbria region
Gala Dinner in the Hotel – dinner jacket

Sunday 14 May 
Visit of Villa Paradiso in Pianciano and its olive oil mill
Oil tasting and lunch in the villa
Visit of Spoleto with guides
Pizza party in a local Pizzeria 

Monday 15 May 
Individual departures

Program is still provisory and may have some little alterations.

 Friday: The hamlet of Assisi, one of the most famous in Italy. 

 Friday: The Basilica of Saint 
Francis in Assisi was erected 
in 1228, and it preserves the 
ramains of Saint Francis. 

 Friday: The ‘Carapace’ 
building designed by Arnaldo 
Pomodoro inside the ‘Tenuta 
Castelbuono’ cellar, where it 
will be tasted the Rosso and 
Sagrantino di Montefalco 
wines.

 Saturday: The ‘Hamlet 
of Harmony’ is located in 
the enchanting village of 
Solomeo.



Cost to join this rally is as follow:

- Package for two people comprising accommodation for 4 nights with breakfast, the two dinners in the 
hotel starting from Euro 1,300.00 (depending on the room category). Package for one person starting 
from Euro 830.00. 
- Fee to join the rally for two persons, which includes the remaining the meals, all the activities, car 
parking, and guided visits to the museums is Euro 950.00. Cost for one person is Euro 480.00.

As I have received a considerable number of requests to join this rally, I have fixed a limited number of 
30 cars, because of the limited capacity in the hotel and restaurants. So, if you are thinking of joining 
this event on Lake Maggiore, I strongly recommend to contact me as soon as possible. 

To book the event, you are kindly asked to proceed as follow: 

1) Send me back the Booking Form attached in this email filled in every field.  
2) Contact the travel agency ‘Gotha Viaggi’ at the email address roberta@gothaviaggi.it in order to get 
information about how to proceed with the booking of the hotel room. It is required a non-refundable 
deposit of Euro 400.00 (Euro 250.00 for one person). The deadline for booking is the 20 February 
2023. The balance of Euro 900.00 is due within the 11 April 2023.
3) Pay the rally fee of Euro 950.00 before the Welcome dinner on Thursday 11 May, consigning the total 
amount in cash in a closed envelope with reported your name. 

In case you need any more information, please don’t hesitate to contact me at bassolidavide@libero.it 
or at my mobile number +39 349 0770183.

 
          Davide Bassoli

 Saturday: The Hamlet of 
Harmony is home to places 
that represent special stages 
in a journey through history, 
culture, art, nature and 
landscapes. The restoration of 
the hamlet started in 1985 by 
the stylist Brunello Cucinelli. 

 Saturday evening: 
Gala Dinner in the Hotel 
Restaurant. 

 Sunday: In Villa Paradiso 
in Pianciano we will the visit 
olive oil mill and taste the 
olive oil, a tradition of the 
Umbria region. 

 Sunday: The hamlet of Spoleto, with the Rocca Albornoziana placed on the top of the hill.


